PowerSpell.P08 - Vocabulary
Section 1
age, ally, aye, ban, boom, bum, bump, bust, cast, chap, chin, fuss, gay, gosh, grab, gulf, host, lad, log,
lord, mass, mate, memo, mere, mode, navy, nil, nope, nor, pace, pad, per, poem, pop, pram, pump, pure,
redo, riot, role, ruin, sake, self, shed, site, slip, snap, soak, sole, spin, stir, swap, thus, tile, ton, tone, tour,
unit, upon, urge, user, via, vice, vote, ward, zone.
Section 2
adapt, agent, alter, amend, apart, aside, asset, awake, bless, bonus, bored, bound, burnt, candy, cease,
chart, chuck, click, coast, depth, elect, essay, exact, flash, focus, found, fumes, grade, gross, handy,
hence, image, imply, index, inner, input, issue, joint, known, layer, lease, legal, minor, nappy, ounce,
panic, pants, pause, phase, pitch, ratio, react, scope, seize, shaft, shall, shift, shove, shrug, slide, slope,
spill, spite, stake, stock, tempt, topic, trade, trash, trial, truly, urban, vague.
Section 3
absorb, access, accuse, agenda, anyhow, asthma, avenue, bishop, bookie, bounce, breach, burden, clause,
client, crafty, critic, custom, dealer, decade, deputy, design, desire, detect, device, diaper, editor, empire,
enable, ensure, entire, ethnic, exceed, expert, export, expose, format, fulfil, gateau, glance, govern,
impact, impose, invest, labour, latter, launch, league, misery, module, motion, notion, oblige, occupy,
origin, outfit, output, pastry, policy, pursue, raffle, reckon, reform, regard, regime, remark, remedy,
remote, reread, resign, resist, resort, reveal, review, scared, scheme, seeing, severe, soccer, status, steady,
strict, summit, supply, survey, symbol, tackle, tenant, timber, treaty, unique, united, unlike, unread,
urgent, virtue, vision, visual, wander.
Section 4
abandon, absence, acquire, anxiety, apology, appoint, ashamed, bastard, borough, brigade, charter,
cheerio, cholera, circuit, classic, complex, concept, concern, conduct, confine, consent, consult, context,
convert, crucial, cushion, decline, deposit, dismiss, display, dispute, distant, edition, emerald, enhance,
evident, expense, exploit, extreme, finance, finding, formula, fortune, gallery, garbage, genuine, gesture,
liberal, licence, limited, malaria, notably, operate, outcome, overall, perform, presume, proceed, promote,
remains, removal, resolve, restore, revenue, sticker, storage, succeed, sustain, symptom, thereby, trustee,
voucher, welfare, whereas, whereby.
Section 5
absolute, acceptance, acquisition, adequate, administrative, alliance, allowance, alongside, analysis,
announcement, anticipate, apparent, approximate, assembly, associate, association, attorney, awareness,
beforehand, campaign, capability, capacity, chancellor, clinical, coalition, collapse, colleague, collective,
collocation, combination, commercial, committee, comparison, compensation, component, composition,
comprehensive, comprise, concerning, conclude, concrete, conference, consciousness, consequence,
consequently, conservation, considerably, consistent, constituency, constitute, constitutional, constraint,
consumption, contemporary, convention, conventional, conviction, convince, convenience, co-operation,
corporate, corporation, councillor, criterion, curriculum, defendant, deliberately, demanding, depression,
desperate, destruction, detailed, determine, determined, discourse, disorder, distinct, distinction,
distinguish, distribute, distribution, dividend, division, dwelling, elevator, emphasis, encounter, enterprise,
enthusiasm, enthusiastic, equation, equivalent, establish, established, establishment, estimate, evaluation,
evidence, executive, exhibition, expenditure, exposure, extensive, external, extraordinary, facility,

formation, fortunate, foundation, frequency, frequent, frequently, fundamental, governor, hay fever,
headline, headquarters, ideology, imagination, implement, implication, impression, incentive, incident,
incidentally, inclined, incorporate, indicate, indication, individual, inevitably, infection, initiative,
innovation, inspection, instance, institute, institution, integration, intention, interaction, internal, interval,
intervention, investigate, investigation, investment, investor, involvement, isolated, leadership, legislation,
liability, limitation, manufacturer, manufacturing, marketing, measurement, medieval, mental, age,
merchandise, ministry, minority, monetary, negotiate, objection, obligation, parliament, parliamentary,
participant, participate, participation, partnership, perceive, principal, procedure, proceedings, projection,
proposal, provision, quantity, recognition, reference, reflection, regarding, register, registration,
reinforce, relevant, remaining, remarkable, replacement, representation, representative, residential,
resignation, resolution, respectively, restrict, salvation, schedule, settlement, significance, significant,
significantly, similarity, sophisticated, spokesman, strategic, strategy, strengthen, structure, struggle,
subsequent, subsequently, substance, succession, survival, taxation, technically, technique, tendency,
theoretical, throughout, transaction, transfer, transform, transition, transportation, ultimate, ultimately,
underlying, undoubted, withdraw, withdrawal, workshop, worrying, worthwhile.
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